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1. Overview 
Waimea EXIF is a Windows Application which can display and edit EXIF data in JPEG image 
files. 

EXIF data format has been defined by the manufacturers of digital cameras. EXIF data is 
written by digital cameras or by any image manipulating software to the image file to-
gether with the image data itself. 

Waimea EXIF can display or edit EXIF data. It makes only sense to change user defined da-
ta. Values created by the camera like exposure time or zoom factor may not be changed 
because this makes no sense. 

Waimea EXIF has a batch edit function which may shift the timestamp of picture creation 
date or which writes a copyright string or an artist name to all pictures located in a direc-
tory. 

Waimea EXIF is provided as dual language application. The language may be selected ei-
ther on setup or also during runtime of the application. 

The current version of Waimea EXIF is based on the EXIF Version 2.23 from May 2019. 
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2. The main window 
After launching Waimea EXIF this window comes up: 

 
In the top area of the window a menu is located offering functions. These functions are 
described later in this document.  

2.1. Select Image Directory 
Before operating with the application a directory has to be selected in which the image 
files are located which are to be viewed or edited. Press the Select directory button, if you 
want to select a directory. 
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2.2. Image List 
In the image list, which is located under the directory selection, shows the name all image 
file types which are selected in the filter right of the files box. 

You can select any image by clicking it. If an image is selected, a preview of the image is 
shown and the EXIF data located in the image is displayed. 

The preview is only available for images oy type JPG, TIFF and PNG. 

2.3. View EXIF Data 
All EXIF data is displayed in the box below the image list. EXIF data is read only and may 
not be edited here.  

If the window is too small to show all data, the window may be enlarged by sizing it verti-
cal. The EXIF data list automatically enlarges with the window. 

2.4. Edit EXIF Data 
If an image of type JPEG is selected, its EXIF data may be edited by clicking the button Edit 
EXIF data below the EXIF data box. On clicking the button an editor is opened: 

 
Data is written back to the image file not before the button OK is pressed. Editing and 
writing back EXIF data of other image formats it not implemented. 

2.5. Display Position where Picture is Taken in Google Maps 
If the image contains GPS data, you can open Google Maps in the standard browser show-
ing the position where the picture has been taken by clicking the button Display position 
in Google Maps. 
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2.6. Batch editing of EXIF Data 
If only images of type JPEG are selected, you can open an editor which allows to edit 
common data of all selected images. Just press the button Edit all files EXIF data which is 
located below the image list, to open this batch editor: 

 
On opening the batch editor the EXIF data of all images is read initially. This may take 
some time if many images are located in the directory. 

A progress indicator on the bottom of the window shows the progress of this process. If 
there are only a few images located are in the directory, this process finishes so fast, that 
you really cannot see the indicator moving. 

All images will be displayed in a list. For every image the name and the original date is 
shown which represents the time the picture was taken. 

Right of the column Original date another column New original date is shown. Initially 
here the same time as in the column Original time is shown. 
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Shift Original Time  
By entering values in the controls of the group Translate original date a time shift may be 
defined. The time shift may be positive (future) or negative (past). 

As soon as values are given in this group automatically the shifted time is calculated for all 
pictures and displayed in the column New original date. 

By pressing the button Process changings the new original times are written back to the 
image files. 

This function is very useful if you have made pictures with two different cameras which 
did not use the same internal time. In this case it is necessary to adapt the times of the 
images of one of the cameras bring all times to the same reference level. 

Edit Artist or Copyright 
If you enter data in the input fields Artist or Copyright, this data is written to the associat-
ed EXIF tags in the images on processing changings. If there is already such data in the im-
ages it will be overwritten. 

If the fields Artist or Copyright are empty, they do not affect the associated EXIF date. 
Empty data will not be written. 

Artist and Copyright are written back to the images if the button Process changings is hit. 

Create Image Description from Filename 
If option Create image description from filename is selected, the description of all images 
is replaced by the filename or a part of the filename. Only the pure name without path 
and extension is used. Leading characters of the filename may be skipped by entering a 
start position from which the name is to be used. If the position is beyond end of name, 
the image description is removed by an empty string. 

Adapt Digitized Date to Original Date 
EXIF provides a tag for the time the image has been digitized. Normally the Digitizing Date 
will be the same as the Original Date.  

If this is not the case and you want to equalize it, Waimea EXIF provides an option Copy 
original date to digitized date. Just enable this option before processing changings. 

Processing Changings 
All changings are not written to the image files before the button Process changings is 
clicked. The processing may take some time if there are many images in the directory. The 
progress bar informs you about the state of the processing. 
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2.7. Menu Functions 
There is a menu bar on top of the application window. Here some useful functions are 
provided. 

Manual shows a PDF file with this manual. 

Language allows to change the application language. You may select German or English. 

Info provides two sub functions. About Waimea EXIF shows the versions of all software 
components and the license state. Version information opens a PDF document which 
shows all improvements of the software. 
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3. Translate recording time 
If the pictures of a show are taken with more than one physical camera it is necessary to 
synchronize the camera times before taking the photos. If you do this, you may merge the 
photos later by copying all photos of all cameras to one directory and rename them with 
an application that creates new file names so that the order of the filenames represents 
the order of the recording times.   

If your cameras had not been synchronized when taking the photos, you may synchronize 
the pictures now by translating the exposure time. 

Call function Translate recording time in menu entry Edit. A dialog comes up: 

 
Define the translation time offset here. 

As soon as you confirm the dialog by OK button the recording time of all pictures in the 
directory will be adjusted. 

If you want to rename the pictures so that the order of file names represent the order of  
recording times we recommend out product Waimea File Renamer. 

 


